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HISP 2030B  History and Fiction:  
Literature of the 15th Century/Mercedes Vaquero 

 
 The goal of this course is to familiarize students with major literary works 
of the Fifteenth Century, and their socio-cultural background. Major works of 
three outstanding poets of this period (Juan de Mena, Íñigo López de Mendoza, 
and Jorge Manrique), satirical and historical writings, romances, (ballads sung 
with instrumental accompaniment), Alfonso Martínez de Toledo's Corbacho and 
Fernando de Rojas' Celestina will be presented in the context of the distinct 
cultural traditions that coexisted in Spain. 
 
 
 

HISP 2160Q  Stage and Page in Early Modern Spain: 
A Seminar on the Comedia Nueva/Laura Bass 

 
 This seminar studies the development and florescence of early modern 
Spain’s most popular form of entertainment, the comedia nueva, from both 
literary and performance perspectives. We will read works by the principal 
playwrights of the period (Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, Calderón de la Barca, 
and others); examine the comedia’s main sub-genres (honor plays, comedias de 
capa y espada, and autos sacramentales, etc.); and consider the institutional 
regulation and social and material dimensions of theatrical activity (including 
the configuration of playhouses and composition of acting companies). Key 
critical approaches to the comedia, past and present, will also be explored. 
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HISP 2350M  Poetics of the Avant-Garde in Latin America/Michelle Clayton 
 
 This course traces the shocks and flows of avant-garde activities through 
Latin America, beginning in the first decades of the twentieth century and 
weaving our way to the present. We will explore manifestoes, poetry, artworks, 
and film from Argentina, the Caribbean, Chile, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru, from 
creacionismo through Brazilian modernismo, ultraísmo and estridentismo, 
poesía afroantillana and tecnoindigenismo, with occasional detours into Iberian 
experiments, culminating with studies of the neo-avant-gardes of the 1960s and 
of the nostalgia for the avant-gardes which characterizes the early twenty-first 
century. 
 
 
 
 

HISP 2350V  The Politics of Romanticism 
in Spanish American Literature/Felipe Martínez-Pinzón 

 
 This course postulates Romanticism as a regime of representation 
employed by second-generation citizens of the new Latin American republics to 
organize time-space in post-Independence Spanish America. Through readings 
of national romances, periodicals, poetry, cuadros de costumbres and 
travelogues, we will discuss what Romanticism and being Romantic meant for 
mid-19th-century writers and readers in Spanish America. Weekly readings will 
be organized around a word from a glossary of Romantic keywords: lengua, 
pueblo, indio, España, among others. Finally, the course will examine 
connections between 19th-century Romanticism, 20th century criollismo and 
Populism. 
 


